
Shape in Abstract Painting 

How do you find your personal vocabulary of shape and how you use shape ?   

This session is geared towards helping you explore some of the ways that we 

can use shape in abstract art. Some questions for this exploration: 

What kind of shapes and images appear in your art work?  

Are they clear and strong or more fluid and soft? 

How do you use edges in your shapes and images? Are they hard or soft?  

Are there particular motifs you want to keep repeating in your work?  

What range of shape sizes do you notice in your work? 

Preparation 

Have three or four pieces of watercolour or mixed media paper for painting 

available to you. You might like to create an interesting surface to paint on us-

ing the scumbling technique from last week.  

How Many Shapes? 

In your sketchbook take a clean fresh page. Divide the page into 30 (5 rows by 

6 lines) small, relatively equal, squares.  

Take a pencil or pen, whichever feels most comfortable to you and in each of 

the squares draw a shape or image. Work quickly and intuitively, not censor-

ing. Anything goes with the this exercise. Feel free to include letters, squiggles, 

patterns, animals, figures, whatever shapes and images you find yourself being 

interested in. Keep going until you have filled all of the squares.  
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How far can you go? 

Choose at least 2 of your shapes/images to explore further. Explore using 

different tools, materials and techniques  to create each shape. For example, 

draw with pencil, oil pastel and paint. Create prints using baking parchment. 

Use different size brushes and other tools. Make them larger and smaller. Try 

using your non dominant hand.  

Practice Studies 

Study 1: Using no more than two shapes/images create a small study/painting 

using one of your painted papers.  

 

Study 2: Using another painted substrate from earlier, use shape and line to  

create another small study. 
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